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Accessibility Matters
WHY IS ALT TEXT IMPORTANT?

Required for all levels of web accessibility WCAG A, AA, AAA

Protects against accessibility lawsuits - top 5 common errors

Expands outreach and increases sales to a $13T market

Improves SEO and drives traffic to your content



Wait. . .



Disability Models
1 BILLION PEOPLE – 15% OF WORLD POPULATION

CHARITY: Person who needs sympathy and protection

MEDICAL: Person who needs to be fixed or cured

SOCIAL: Person who is disabled by society 

*Source: World Report on Disability, WHO, 2011



Digitally Inclusive Images
ACCESSIBILITY BENEFITS EVERYONE

Create better audio experiences - and reduce screen time!

Preserve visual information to improve search and discovery

Repurpose and apply enriched metadata to future projects

Protect freedom, independence, and privacy



Ready, set, go?
WHAT IT TAKES TO WRITE ALT TEXT

Knowledge of WCAG accessibility requirements

Subject / industry knowledge and expertise

Writing proficiency and effective communication skills

Ability to make informed decisions about subjective content

Propensity for empathy, awareness, and adaptability



Top 5 Alt Text Tips

Think about context, purpose, and meaning

Start with main subject / focal point

Describe all relevant details

Keep it short (less than 250, average 125)

Can you visualize the most relevant details?



Yellow and white vintage Volkswagen bus drives 

down a high desert road, blue skies and rust-colored 

sandstone rock ahead.

Alt Text

ALT TEXT

MAIN SUBJECT

Vintage Volkswagen bus

RELEVANT DETAILS

High desert (location), action (drive), sandstone 

rock (scenery), and color (artistry)



Top 5 Ext Desc Tips

Review and do not repeat the surrounding context

Continue information provided in the alt text “preview”

Focus on details relevant to the purpose of the image

Think about reading order and presentation of information

Can you visualize the most relevant details?



Extended Description

OBJECTIVE

Go beyond the caption to provide a description that 

captures the visual details that distinguish this work. 

CONTEXT
Kehinde Wiley, Portrait of a Young Gentleman, 2010. 

Commissioned for an installation at The Huntington Library. 

ALT TEXT

Wiley's photorealist style painting depicts a Black man 

wearing a black and orange tie dye t-shirt, blue shorts, 

black Vans with a white stripe, and a white smart watch. 



Extended Description (Cont.)

The man stands in a relaxed position with left hand 

on hip, looking out in front of him with a neutral 

expression. His blond hair is in tight braids falling 

down to about ear level. He holds a black baseball 

cap with a red logo in his right hand. The background 

is purple, with a repeating pattern of individual 

orange flowers that match his t-shirt, weaved 

together with clusters of small blue leaves on a vine. 

The background overlaps his midsection with flowers 

flowing across his blue shorts. Tendrils crawl up the 

man’s legs and arms, making it appear as though he 

is somehow part of the floral background.



Born-Accessible Images
PRACTICAL NEXT STEPS FOR PUBLISHERS

Find a home for alt text – Hint: as early as possible! 

Develop a strategic action plan for frontlist vs. backlist

Build a repository for accessible images

Incorporate disability testing and consulting



What’s Next?
IMAGE ACCESSIBILITY IN THE 2020S

Hard work but not impossible - and definitely worth it!

Focus on moving accessibility forward and making progress

Exciting and rewarding challenge for today‘s publishers

What‘s one step you can take today for accessibility?



Contact

EMAIL: caroline@scribelytribe.com

SOCIAL: @scribelytribe

PHONE: 415.343.5710

WEBSITE: www.scribelytribe.com
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